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Createspace, United States, 2015. Paperback. Book Condition:
New. 279 x 216 mm. Language: English . Brand New Book *****
Print on Demand *****.The most authoritative and innovative
guide to professional football (previously known as Pro Football
Prospectus ) is back for an all-new season with more cuttingedge statistical analysis, obsessive film study, and trademark
humor. Includes comprehensive coverage of all 32 NFL teams,
analysis of offseason personnel changes, over 500 KUBIAK
fantasy football projections, and breakdowns of the top 50
college football teams for 2015. With numerous statistical
measures that go far beyond standard NFL stats, Football
Outsiders Almanac 2015 gives NFL fans the kind of sabermetriclike statistical analysis that revolutionized the fan s
understanding of baseball. It s also written with a knowing dry
wit that gets under the skin of America s most popular spectator
sport. Groundbreaking team and player DVOA ratings that
correct for situation and opponent to reveal which offenses and
defenses are truly superior, and which players really help win
games. Exclusive data from the Football Outsiders Game
Charting Project, unavailable in standard NFL stats, tells you
which running backs face the most men in the box; which
quarterbacks benefit the most from yards after...
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R eviews
This book is great. It is writter in simple words and not di icult to understand. I discovered this pdf from my dad and i
suggested this ebook to find out.
-- Pr of. Webster B a r r ows
This ebook is fantastic. We have read and i also am confident that i am going to going to read through again yet again
in the future. I am easily can get a pleasure of reading a published ebook.
-- Heloise Da r e
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